
Creating a sense of belonging with self-registration boards, family photos,

key person photos, children’s own photos displayed around the room,

sitting as a group at mealtimes, a place for their belongings.

Preparing the children for the transition to potty training in 2-3’s rooms

through stories, potty, conversations and visual aids

Building secure attachments – 1:1 nappy changing time.

Promoting self-regulation and resilience – feelings areas, colour monster

resources to explore feelings such as happy, sad, cross (age

appropriately), staff labelling children’s feelings, mirrors, and baby face

books. Access to comforters at all times.

Promoting independence – breakfast station, pick what they would like

for snack, feeding themselves, giving choices, free flow to the garden.

Life skills - encourage turn taking, round baskets to encourage joint

activities 

Self-care –washing their hands, wiping faces/hands with flannels and

books on oral hygiene

Gross motor skills - Confident walkers – climbing equipment inside and

outside, steps, ramp, walkers, logs for balancing, rocking horse, dancing,

yoga, encourage self-dressing (putting arms in jackets, so when

progressing to the toddler room can learn to put their coats on by

themselves) 

Fine motor skills – playdough, pens, paintbrushes, puzzles and fancy dress

Communication – Makaton, visuals cues, reading stories, songs, rhymes

(with puppets) home language words, using one- and two-word phrases. 

Cultural capital – outings to the park, shop, local playing fields, photo’s

of pets. 

Schemas – encouraging and extending. 

Creativity – early role play – seasonal activities 

We do this by-

In the under 2’s unit, our intent starts with ensuring there is a smooth

transition from home to starting nursery. We recognise that many

babies may experience separation anxiety, therefore, to ensure

children have secure attachments we offer unlimited settling in

sessions where they are able to build a bond with their key person. 

We intend to ensure all children are secure in the prime areas of

learning, for them to be ready to learn new skills when joining the

toddler room. We introduce the basics of simple concepts such as

colours, numbers and animals and provide sensory experiences to

explore the world around them through all their senses. 
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